Atrendia
Facilitating Virtuosity

Virtuosity is about forming
good habits.
Joshua Bell was born with amazing talent.
But then hundreds of other violinists are born every year
with amazing talent.
His music teachers advised him to practice as you perform, perform as
you practice. It means that you should imagine that you are being
listened to as you practice — not just in the concert hall, but every
time you take the violin out of the case.
What would happen if your team members ritually imagined they
were being viewed and listened to by an audience? How they
managed their day; how they spoke to their colleagues; and how
they prioritized and planned.

Atrendia’s training courses
are carefully designed to
promote habit building
through advanced learnapply-learn-apply techniques.

Participants receive the
support they need when
they need it in order to
foster high levels of
adoption.

Virtuosity is about
visualization.
Mike Phelps was born with a body built for swimming.
But then hundreds of other swimmers are born every
year with the right physique for swimming.
During the Olympics in Beijing, Mike Phelps suffered a goggles
malfunction forcing him to swim the entire race nearly blind. Unfazed,
Mike overcame that tremendous obsticle and not only did he get the gold
medal, he achieved a world record. How? Through visualization
techniques. Even if he couldn’t physically see well — or at all in the last
lap, he was so prepared mentally through years of visualization practice
that nothing could phase him.
What if your teams understood the value of visualization and practiced it
previous to their external as well as internal meetings? How would that
change the game?

Atrendia specializes in
coaching and training for
knowledge workers, using
methods and techniques
borrowed from Lean Sixsigma.
Our solutions are also
influenced by the greatest
thought leaders, including:
Collins, Covey,
Csikszentmihaly, Demming,
Drucker, Kotter, Liker,
Maxwell and many others.

Virtuosity is about grit and sacrifice.
When I stopped dancing, one of the first things I noticed was
that I didn’t wake up in pain every morning.
- Sara Matthews, Central School of Ballet
Not everyone is cut out to be a star, a leader or an entrepreneur. Those
who are understand that long hours are par for the course, but today,
that’s not enough.

In order to compete with the best, we need the most advanced cutting
edge tools available coupled with exceptional training and coaching.

In what specific area would your employees would benefit the most from
training? Where do they spend the most time? What repetitive tasks
could be systemized and automated?

Atrendia, together with our
partners, offers various
diagnostic services including:
• Customized survey tools
• Individual and group
interviewing
• Gemba interviews
(ghosting)
• Personality testing
• Team assessment
• Project Team 360

Virtuosity is about honing
technique and being
analytical.
Pat Metheney has a lot of hair. He needs it all to cover his
massive brain. Afterall, you can’t be the leading jazz
guitarist/composer on the planet without having brilliant
analytical chops and blazing technical skill.
But we don’t think technique and analysis when we listen to his
music. We’re caught up in the experience — which is how it
should be.
How can we ensure that your teams are caught up in their
experience on a daily basis? What will increase the percentage
of time when they are in a flow state? What impact would that
have on their work? How can we increase it?

The more analytical and
technical, the more controls
are needed to ensure that
the end-user doesn’t notice
it.
Simplification of the UX With
each layer of complexity for
your internal- or endcustomer is an imporant
objective we are happy to
help you obtain.

Virtuosity is about showing
humility.
When it comes to football, Messi, one could argue, is as close
to a god as you get. Despite that, he’s also probably the most
humble player in the sport.
Messi doesn’t need humbleness to survive. But among many
other things, Messi’s humbleness makes him a true virtuoso
of the sport and an inspiration to millions.

While it’s hard to train
someone to be hungry or
humble, we can go great
distances with aiding leaders
and teams in becoming
people-smart.
Among our methods and
tools that we introduce are:
Transactional Analysis (TA),
role play, and Drama Triangle
training through seminars
and workshops and 1:1
coaching.

How do we hire and keep our teams hungry, humble and people
smart*? How does hiring someone missing one or two of those traits
affect the team? What do you do when confronted with this situations?
*Ref: Lencioni, Patrick, The Ideal Team Player

Virtuosity is about teamwork.
The St. Petersburg Philharmonic in Russia represents the
epitome of teamwork. Mass synchronized communication on
a level that would impress NASA.
An orchestra is a great analogy for teamwork becuase of the
range of communication and the urgency of collaborating
together harmoniously.
Nothing is more important to great teamwork than crystal
clear communication.
Where is the ”noise” that prevents clear communiation in your
organization? What can you do to increase the speed and acuracy of
communication? How efficient and effective are your teams in the areas
like meetings and email where they spend the majority of their time?

Atrendia offers seminars and
workshops dedicated to
assisting you in increasing
the performance of your
teams.

We have over a decade of
experience working with
organizations in innovating
the way teams communicate
and collaborate.

Atrendia facilitates virtuosity.
Facilitating virtuosity for leaders and teams is our core business.

















Desktop efficiency
Document handling
Effectiveness and efficiency for knowledge workers
Email management (incl. shared inbox solutions)
Lean Six-sigma for knowledge workers
LSS education
Measuring in the knowledge worker space
MS Outlook productivity
Presentation training
Process mapping and improvement
Productivity
Prioritization
Problem solving
Sales training
Task management
Change management

www.atrendia.com


















Collaboration development
Communications development
Core value exploration and development
Demo proficiency
Document handling
Document lifecycle management
Internal communication
Meeting effectiveness
Presentation training
Process mapping and improvement
Project management
SharePoint technologies
Spreadsheet management
Team building
Seminars and workshops
Unified Communications

info@atrendia.com

Tel EU +34 696 259 660















Transactional analysis
Drama Triangle
Writing consulting
Blue Ocean Strategy
Change management
Innovation
Executive leadership coaching
Management consulting
Mergers and acquisitions (change management
Motivation
Role play
Project management
Strategic planning

Tel US (415) 799 9660

